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Welcome to AI Matters 8(4)
Anuj Karpatne, co-editor (Virginia Tech; aimatters@sigai.acm.org)
Ziyu Yao, co-editor (George Mason University; aimatters@sigai.acm.org)
DOI: 10.1145/3583770.3583771

Issue overview

Welcome to the last issue of this year’s AI
Matters Newsletter. We will open this issue
by a conference report by Louise Dennis.
Dilini Samarasinghe will then summarize the
upcoming events in the last month of 2022
and early months of 2023. We wish everyone
a joyful end of year, and look forward to your
continuing involvement in 2023!

Submit to AI Matters!
Thanks for reading! Don’t forget to send
your ideas and future submissions to AI
Matters! We’re accepting articles and
announcements now for the next issue.
Details on the submission process are
available at https://sigai.acm.org/main/ai-
matters/.

Anuj Karpatne is co-
editor of AI Matters. He
is an Assistant Profes-
sor in the Department of
Computer Science at Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University (Vir-
ginia Tech). He leads the
Physics-Guided Machine

Learning (PGML) Lab at Virginia Tech, where
he develops novel ways of integrating sci-
entific knowledge (or physics) with machine
learning methods to accelerate scientific dis-
covery from data.

Copyright © 2022 by the author(s).

Ziyu Yao is co-editor of
AI Matters. She is an
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Computer
Science at George Ma-
son University. Her re-
search interests lie in nat-
ural language processing
(NLP) and artificial intelli-

gence (AI), particularly building natural lan-
guage interfaces that can reliably assist hu-
mans in knowledge acquisition and task com-
pletion. She also works in NLP/AI for other
disciplines such as Software Engineering and
Bioinformatics.
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Conference Reports
Louise A. Dennis (University of Manchester; louise.dennis@manchester.ac.uk)
DOI: 10.1145/3583770.3583772

This section is compiled from reports of recent
events sponsored or run in cooperation with
ACM SIGAI. In general these reports were
written and submitted by the conference or-
ganisers.

Advances in Artificial Intelligence:
Theory and Practice
Kitakyushu, Japan, 07/19/22 - 07/22/22
https://ieaaie2022.wordpress.com/
Hamido Fujita, Iwate Prefectural University,
Morioka, Japan, ORCID: 0000-0001-5256-
210X
Philippe Fournier-Viger, Shenzhen University,
Shenzhen, China, ORCID: 0000-0002-7680-
9899
Moonis Ali, Texas State University, San Mar-
cos, Texas, USA
Yinlin Wang, Shanghai University of Finance
and Economics, China

Overview

The 35th edition of the IEA/AIE2022 (Inter-
national Conference on Industrial, Engineer-
ing, and Other Applications of Applied Intel-
ligent Systems) was hosted in hybrid mode
from July 19th to July 22nd, 2022, in Ki-
takyushu, Japan. IEA/AIE is an annual con-
ference dedicated to advances related to the
theory and applications of artificial intelligence
that started in 1988, and has been hosted in
over twenty countries. IEA/AIE 2022 was or-
ganized in cooperation with the American As-
sociation of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), the
ACM Special Interest Group on Artificial Intelli-
gence (SIGAI) and has received the support of
Springer, the International Society of Applied
Intelligence (ISAI), Kitakyushu city, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, i-SOMET Inc., and sev-
eral other international Organizations.

The conference had a main track and five spe-
cial sessions for emerging topics in applied
intelligence, named Spatiotemporal Big Data
Analytics (SBDA 2022), Intelligent Systems

Copyright © 2022 by the author(s).

and e-Applications (ISeA 2022), Collective In-
telligence in Social Media (CISM 2022), Multi-
Agent Systems and Metaheuristics for Com-
plex Problems (MASMCP 2022), and Intelli-
gent Knowledge Engineering in Decision Mak-
ing Systems (IKEDS 2022). All the submis-
sions were peer-reviewed by at least three re-
viewers following a double-blind process. The
Program Committee was composed of 74 re-
searchers from 23 countries. The evaluation
led to the acceptance of 67 full papers and
14 short papers from a total of 127 submis-
sions published as a book as part of the Lec-
ture Notes in a Computer Science book se-
ries (LNAI, volume 13343) in Advances and
Trends in Artificial Intelligence. Theory and
Practices in Artificial Intelligence. Moreover,
the selected best papers of the those pre-
sented are to be evaluated and later invited for
a dedicated special issue on IEA/AIE 2022, to
appear in the Applied Intelligence journal.

The IEA/AIE2022 conference proceedings
cover a wide relevant research and practices
in Artificial Intelligence topics, some theoreti-
cal and others applied, to solve real-life prob-
lems from multiple domains. This includes in-
dustrial applications, health informatics, opti-
mization, video and image processing, natu-
ral language processing, pattern recognition,
clustering and classification, security applica-
tions, modeling, transportation and urban ap-
plications, social networks, robotics, games,
and consumer applications. All papers were
presented in hybrid mode (either online or of-
fline) due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In this
year 2022 round, we have a good number
of participants coming from Germany, Spain
and Romania, in addition to participants from
Japan as shown in the photo of a banquet
gathering in Kitakyushu.
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The Banquet event at the IEA/AIE2022.

Keynote Presentations

Two distinguished researchers were invited to
give keynote talks.

In the talk “Improving Predictive Maintenance
with Advanced Machine Learning,” provided
by Prof. Sebastian Ventura, from the Uni-
versity of Cordoba (Spain), the speaker de-
scribed the role that machine learning and big
data mining algorithms can play in developing
predictive maintenance strategies for manu-
facturing and other industrial applications. He
presented a recent project as example, and
discussed opportunities and challenges.

In “Build a Health Chain and Promote the Con-
struction of an Active Health Service System,”
Prof. Tao Wu from the Shanghai University
of Medicine and Health Sciences (China) de-
scribed the urgent need to use artificial intel-
ligence, blockchain the Internet of Things and
other cutting-edge technologies to build an in-
tegrated healthcare chain to improve the care
of elderly people. Several innovative applica-
tions were described.

Best Paper Awards

Based on the evaluation of papers, a special
committee analyzed the scores and content of
the top 15 papers. And the selection criterial
concluded the awards as below:

Best Student Paper award category which is
supported by ACM SIGAI represented as a
support from ACM SIGAI in registration fee
payment on behalf of the student: The paper
is: Question Difficulty Estimation with Direc-
tional Modality Association in Video Question
Answering, by the authors: Bong-Min Kim and

Seong-Bae Park. This was part of the sup-
port and collaboration from ACM SIGAI for the
IEA/AIE2022.

In addition, the evaluation committee of the
conference provided other categorical based
awards reflected to theory, practices and pre-
sentation, as well as best session paper.
These awards were sponsored by Springer
and the IEA/AIE2022 conference organiza-
tion. The recognition certificates for these
awards are shown in Fig. 2, and as below:

• The “Best Application Paper” was awarded
to “A Generalized Inverted Dirichlet Pre-
dictive Model for Activity Recognition us-
ing Small Training Data” by Jiaxun Guo and
Manar Amayri and Wentao Fan and Nizar
Bouguila.

• The “Best Theory Paper” award went to
“Evolution of Prioritized EL Ontologies” by
Rim Mohamed and Zied Loukil and Faiez
Gargouri and Zied Bouraoui.

• The “Best Special Session Paper” was given
to “An Oriented Attention Model for Infec-
tious Disease Cases Prediction” by Peisong
Zhang and Zhijin Wang and Guoqing Chao
and Yaohui Huang and Jingwen Yan.

• The “Best Technical Presentation” award
was given to “Multi-Granular Large Scale
Group Decision-Making Method with a new
Consensus Measure Based on Cluster-
ing of Alternatives in Modifiable Scenarios”
by Jose Ramon Trillo and Ignacio Javier
Perez and Enrique Herrera-Viedma and
Juan Antonio Morente-Molinera and Fran-
cisco Javier Cabrerizo.

The 36th edition of the IEA/AIE conference will
be held from July 19th to July 22nd 2023, in
Shanghai, China. Details about the confer-
ence can be found at: http://ieaaie2023.com/
. Continuing the tradition of IEA/AIE, submis-
sions are invited on all topics related to ap-
plied intelligence and also theoretical contribu-
tions. This covers various emerging domains
and innovative fields such as sensor networks,
smart healthcare, drone navigation, robotics,
intelligent manufacturing, and the Internet of
Things.
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22nd ACM International Conference on
Intelligent Virtual Agents
Algarve and Lisbon, Portgual, 09/06/2022 -
09/09/2022
https://ivaconference2022.ualg.pt/
Carlos Martinho (INESC-ID and University of
Lisbon, Portugal)
João Dias (IESC-ID and University of Algarve,
Portugal)

The Intelligent Virtual Agents annual confer-
ence is the premier international event for in-
terdisciplinary research on the design, devel-
opment, application, and evaluation of Intelli-
gent Virtual Agents (IVA) that exhibit human-
like qualities and are capable of autonomous
and socially intelligent interaction. The con-
ference aims to showcase cutting-edge IVA
technology as well as the underlying basic
research supporting it. The conference wel-
comes students, academics, and industry pro-
fessionals interested in presenting their work
and enriching their understanding of the grow-
ing field of Intelligent Virtual Agents.

22nd ACM Intelligent Virtual Agents 2022

The 22nd International Conference on Intel-
ligent Virtual Agents (IVA 2022) was hosted
by the University of Algarve in Faro, Portugal,
and INESC-ID Lisbon, from September 6 to 9,
2022.

IVA 2022 Topics

This year’s special theme was “Developing,
Authoring, and Deploying Multi-IVA Environ-
ments”. Intelligent Virtual Agents, whether vir-
tually or physically embodied, have an enor-
mous potential in numerous application do-
mains. But creating IVAs that can be reused
and easily deployed in the most diverse ap-
plication contexts by both experts and non-
experts brings a whole new set of challenges.

IVA 2022 encouraged researchers and devel-
opers to present their findings and insights
on these current challenges. Figure The
proceedings can be found in the ACM digi-
tal library at the following internet address:
https://dl.acm.org/doi/proceedings/10.1145/3514197

IVA 2022 Participation

IVA 2022 received 79 submissions from all
over the world: 21 high-quality papers were
accepted as full papers for oral presentation
(from 51 in this submission track, an accep-
tance rate of 41.2%) and 13 as extended ab-
stracts for poster presentation. 10 system and
applications demonstrations were showcased
at the event. 12 PhD students presented their
research work at the doctoral consortium. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the submissions by country of
origin. 81 participants from all over the world
registered for the event, from which 79 at-
tended in person. 42 participants attended the
tutorials and/or doctoral consortium.

IVA 2022 featured two renowned invited
speakers: Ruth Aylett and Claudio Pinhanez.
Ruth Aylett is a Professor of Computer Sci-
ence at Heriot-Watt University and one of the
founders of the IVA annual conference and
has been working in the field of intelligent
social agents for more than 20 years. She
shared her experience and insights on the
field in her keynote titled “Expressive behav-
ior, social signals, and embodiment”. Clau-
dio Pinhanez is an expert in artificial intelli-
gence, human-machine interaction and con-
versational systems and leads research in
conversational intelligence in the laboratory
of IBM research in Brazil since 1999. His
keynote addressed the “New Challenges and
Opportunities in Conversational Agents”

IVA 2022 Awards

For the first time, the Intelligent Virtual Agent
conference distinguished a member of its
community with the “Distinguished Service
Award for Work of Excellence in Intelligent Vir-
tual Agents”. The award was attributed to
Ruth Aylett, in recognition of her contributions
to the field throughout her career.

IVA 2022 attributed its best paper award
to: “Virtual Backlash: Nonverbal expression
of dominance leads to less liking of domi-
nant female versus male agents” by Janet
Wessler, Tanja Schneeberger, Leon Christidis
and Patrick Gebhard.

Finally, the winner of the “Gathering of An-
imated Lifelike Agents” (GALA), an annual
competition/showcase of the latest animated
lifelike agents created by university students,
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academic and/or industrial research groups,
was Alon Shoa with “A GPT Walks into a Bar”.

2nd International Conference on Image
Processing and Vision Engineering
Online, 22/04/2022 - 24/04/2022
https://improve.scitevents.org?y=2022
IMPROVE 2022 was exceptionally held as an
online event, due to covid-19, from April 22 to
24, 2022. It was sponsored by the Institute
for Systems and Technologies of Information,
Control and Communication (INSTICC).

IMPROVE 2022 was also organized in coop-
eration with the ACM Special Interest Group
on Artificial Intelligence.

IMPROVE received 40 paper submissions
from 19 countries. To evaluate each submis-
sion, a double- blind paper review was per-
formed by the Program Committee. After a
stringent selection process, 30% of the papers
were published and presented as full papers.

In addition to the presentation sessions, IM-
PROVE 2022 included outstanding keynote
lectures, which are relevant to today’s lines
of research and technical innovation. These
talks were presented by internationally distin-
guished researchers, namely:

• Jiri Matas, Czech Technical University in
Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Czech Republic: Robust Fitting in Computer
Vision

• Michael Bronstein, Imperial College Lon-
don, United Kingdom: Neural Diffusion
PDEs, Differential Geometry, and Graph
Neural Networks

• René Vidal, The Johns Hopkins University,
United States: Semantic Information Pursuit

• Jana Kosecka, George Mason University,
United States: Challenges and Opportuni-
ties in Autonomous Navigation

Additionally, a ”Best Paper Award”, ”Best
Student Paper Award” and ”Best Poster
Award” were conferred during the con-
ference. More information can be found at:
https://improve.scitevents.org/PreviousAwards.aspx

Louise Dennis is the
Conference Coordination
Officer for ACM SIGAI,
and a faculty member at
the University of Manch-
ester. Her research
is in Verification of Au-
tonomous Systems, Cog-
nitive Agents and Ma-
chine Ethics. Contact her

at louise.dennis@manchester.ac.uk.
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Events
Dilini Samarasinghe (University of New South Wales; d.samarasinghe@adfa.edu.au)
DOI: 10.1145/3583770.3583773

This section features information about up-
coming events relevant to the readers of
AI Matters, including those supported by
SIGAI. We would love to hear from you if you
are are organizing an event and would be
interested in cooperating with SIGAI.For more
information about conference support visit
sigai.acm.org/activities/requesting sponsor-
ship.html.

The 6th ACM Computer Science in
Cars Symposium(CSCS 2022)
University Ingolstadt, Germany, December 8,
2022
https://acm-cscs.org/
CSCS 2022 brings together the likes of sci-
entists, engineers, business representatives,
and everyone who shares a passion for solv-
ing the myriad of complex problems of in-
vehicular technology and its application in au-
tomation, driver/vehicular safety, and driving
system security. In particular, it is a forum for
discussing the latest developments in the con-
text of security and privacy for autonomous ve-
hicles and bringing together researchers and
practitioners. Along with the presentation of
papers for research in these fields, the con-
ference also presents opportunities for net-
working amongst individuals to promote brain-
storming on problems and to create new de-
signs and solutions.

For information on registering, please refer to
the conference website.

The 16th International Joint
Conference on Biomedical
Engineering Systems and
Technologies (BIOSTEC 2023)
Lisbon, Portugal, February 16-18, 2023
https://biostec.scitevents.org/
The focus of BIOSTEC 2023 is to bring to-
gether researchers and practitioners, includ-
ing engineers, biologists, health profession-

Copyright © 2022 by the author(s).

als and informatics/computer scientists, inter-
ested in both theoretical advances and ap-
plications of information systems, artificial in-
telligence, signal processing, electronics and
other engineering tools in knowledge areas re-
lated to biology and medicine. The confer-
ence is composed of five co-located confer-
ences, each specialised in a different knowl-
edge area.

The conference also facilitates a workshop on
Best Practices for Scaling-Up Digital Innova-
tions in Healthcare and special sessions on
Engineering and Fabrication of Biocompati-
ble and Bioinspired Materials; Machine Learn-
ing and Deep Learning for Preventive Health-
care and Clinical Decision Support; Wear-
able HealthCare; Healthcare Decision Sup-
port Systems Modelling and Development;
and European Regulations for Medical De-
vices, among other tutorials, demos, and
panel discussions.

Submission deadlines: Late-Breaking: De-
cember 15, 2022; Special Session: December
21, 2022; Doctoral Consortium: January 2,
2023; Abstracts Track: January 2, 2023

The 15th International Conference on
Agents and Artificial Intelligence
(ICAART 2023)
Lisbon, Portugal, February 22-24, 2023
https://icaart.scitevents.org/
The purpose of ICAART 2023 is to bring to-
gether researchers, engineers and practition-
ers interested in the theory and applications
in the areas of Agents and Artificial Intelli-
gence. Two simultaneous related tracks will be
held, covering both applications and current
research work. One track focuses on Agents,
Multi-Agent Systems and Software Platforms,
Distributed Problem Solving and Distributed AI
in general. The other track focuses mainly on
Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge Representa-
tion, Planning, Learning, Scheduling, Percep-
tion Reactive AI Systems, and Evolutionary
Computing, and other topics related to Intelli-
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gent Systems and Computational Intelligence.

Submission deadlines: Conference Regular
Papers: December 20, 2022; Conference
Position Papers: January 9, 2023

The 12th International Conference on
Pattern Recognition Applications and
Methods (ICPRAM 2023)
Lisbon, Portugal, February 22-24, 2023
https://icpram.scitevents.org/
The International Conference on Pattern
Recognition Applications and Methods is a
major point of contact between researchers,
engineers and practitioners on the areas of
Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning,
both from theoretical and application perspec-
tives.Contributions describing applications of
Pattern Recognition techniques to real-world
problems, interdisciplinary research, experi-
mental and/or theoretical studies yielding new
insights that advance Pattern Recognition
methods are especially encouraged.

The conference will be held under two pri-
mary themes: theory and methods, and appli-
cations. Along with main conference submis-
sions, proposals are also sought for tutorials,
demos, and panel discussions.

Submission deadlines: Late-Breaking
Papers: December 15, 2022; Doctoral Con-
sortium Papers: January 2, 2023; Tutorial
Proposals: January 13, 2023; Demo Pro-
posals: January 13, 2023; Panel Proposals:
January 13, 2023; Abstracts: January 2, 2023

The 18th Annual Conference on
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI 2023)
Stockholm, Sweden, March 13-16, 2023
https://humanrobotinteraction.org/2023/
HRI 2023 is the 18th annual conference for ba-
sic and applied HRI research. Researchers
from across the world are brought together to
present their best work to HRI to exchange
ideas about the theory, technology, data, and
science furthering the state-of-the-art in the
field. The conference theme for this year is
“HRI for all” and will focus on key HRI theo-
ries, methods, designs, studies, and technical
advances that aim to understand and promote
inclusion and diversity in HRI.

Participation in HRI 2023 is encouraged via
submission of full papers, late breaking re-
ports, demos, videos, and workshops. Par-
ticularly, opportunities are provided for stu-
dents and those new to the field to be involved
through volunteering and participating in men-
toring workshops.

The conference is organised as a hybrid event
with opportunities to participate both in person
and online.

Submission deadlines: Late-Breaking Re-
ports: December 7, 2022; Videos and Demos:
December 7, 2022; Student Design Competi-
tion: December 7, 2022;

The 18th Foundations of Digital
Games Conference (FDG 2023)
Lisbon, Portugal, April 11-14, 2023
http://fdg2023.org/
FDG 2023 held in cooperation with ACM in-
vites all research contributions in the form
of papers, posters, demos, doctoral consor-
tium applications, as well as panels, competi-
tions, and workshop proposals. Contributions
are sought from within and across any disci-
pline committed to advancing knowledge on
the foundations of games: computer science,
engineering, mathematics, natural sciences,
humanities, social sciences, arts, and design.

The theme for the 2023 conference is ”New
Beginnings” which is all about challenging cur-
rent practices in user studies, game technol-
ogy, game design and evaluation, reaching
deeper understandings of user experiences,
and fostering better representation and inclu-
sivity in playable media. It also means valu-
ing contributions such as surveys and meta-
reviews of past work and can work as a fram-
ing for vision papers related to the current and
future societal and cultural needs. The con-
ference tracks for FDG 2023 include: Tech-
nical Game Development, Novel Controllers;
Game Design, Studio Practices, Novel Me-
chanics, Novel Experiences; Game Analytics
and Visualization; Game Artificial Intelligence;
Game Criticism and Analysis; and Games Be-
yond Entertainment.

Submission deadlines: Late-Breaking: 27
January, 2023; Games/ Demos: 27 January,
2023; Doctoral Consortium: 27 January, 2023
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The 3rd International Conference on
Image Processing and Vision
Engineering (IMPROVE 2023)
Prague, Czech Republic, April 21-23, 2032
https://improve.scitevents.org/
IMPROVE 2023 is focused on image pro-
cessing and computer vision practical appli-
cations. It brings together researchers, engi-
neers and practitioners working either in fun-
damental areas of image processing, devel-
oping new methods and techniques, includ-
ing innovative machine learning approaches,
as well as multimedia communications tech-
nology and applications of image processing
and artificial vision in diverse areas.

The conference accepts papers describing
original work in any of the six areas: Funda-
mentals; Methods and Techniques; Machine
Learning; Multimedia Communications; Imag-
ing; and Applications. Accepted papers, pre-
sented at the conference by one of the au-
thors, will be published in the proceedings
of IMPROVE with an ISBN. Special sessions,
dedicated to case-studies as well as tech-
nical tutorials, focusing on particular techni-
cal/scientific topics, are also envisaged. All
those interested in presenting product demon-
strations or methodologies are invited to con-
tact the conference secretariat.

Submission deadlines: Regular Papers:
December 9, 2022; Position Papers: January
19, 2023; Doctoral Consortium: March 1,
2023

Dilini Samarasinghe is
the Assistant Conference
Coordination Officer for
ACM SIGAI, and a re-
search associate at the
University of New South
Wales. Her research is
in Artificial Intelligence,
Multi-agent Systems and
Evolutionary Compu-
tation. Contact her at

d.samarasinghe@adfa.edu.au.
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